A new framework based on multi-modal semantic clues and HCRF (Hidden Conditional Random Field) 
Introduction
To solve the automation problem of event detection, plenty of machine learning algorithms were widely applied, including Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) model, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Conditional Random Fields model and Support Vector Machine (SVM) model [1] [2] . However, those machine learning algorithm models have obvious shortcomings. To be specific, HMM requires possibly complete sample space. The model construction is complex [3] [4] . The computational amount is huge. Moreover, it needs conditional independence assumption when creating the model, not describing the true structure of events [5] [6] . The machine learning methods based on SVM take semantic event detection directly as feature classification problem to solve, not thoroughly utilizing semantic information, leading to bad performance of the detection. The machine learning strategies based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF) model can't describe interior structure and potential information of semantic events by defining hidden state variables when creating the event model, limiting the model's abilities to depict and recognize semantic events [7] [8] .
With the deeper investigation, Quattoni [9] introduced a brand new machine learning method [10] [11] , which is based on hidden conditional random fields (i.e. HCRF) model. The strategy incorporates merits of all algorithms mentioned above. It has been successfully applied in the field of gesture, voice and action recognition. The HCRF model makes full advantage of potential hidden state structure to discover effectively the
Extraction of Multimode Semantic Clues
After analyzing the semantic structure of highlights in football match videos, it defines nine multi-pattern semantic clues, as to mine accurately the semantic information contained by such highlights and thus to express them roundly and clearly. Of the nine multimode semantic clues, the selection of scoring board SB, referee rate RR and frame motion FM are defined and retrieved by the following method:
Scoring Board (SB)
When there's foul, referee will show red card/yellow card. Then on the scoring board will show the name of the offender and information relating to the red/yellow card. In this case, SB can be regarded as an important semantic clue for red/yellow episode. Here we use Harris corner detection method to separate SB Board Area (BA), defining and giving Aspect Ratio of BA (AR_BA) and Area Ratio of BA (AreaR_BA). The design formula (1) (2) and quantitative rule of semantic shots is shown as (3):
1 SB  means the scoreboard shots, otherwise is non scoreboard shots. Figure 1 (a) is a representative frame of the scoreboard shot.
Referee Ratio (RR)
Referee-relating information in the football videos can be used for detecting highlights, like red/yellow incidents. Here we employ the approach in [13] to detect referee' clothing, define the aspect ratio, area rate and Aspect Ratio of MBR (AR_MBR) of the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) in referee's clothes Area Ratio of MBR (AreaR_MBR), which are calculated by and the quantitative rule is(4) (5) (6):
1 PR  means the Referee shots, otherwise is non Referee shots. 
Frame Motion (FM)
After one wonderful episode happens in the videos, there are slow-motion playback parts, of which the frame motion intensity is generally lower than normal motions. The frame motion FM is expressed as (7):
1 FM  said that the slow shot, otherwise is normal shot. According to the semantic structure of corner balls, penalty kicks and red/yellow incidents as well as the semantic information contained in the shot sequence, we build HCRF model for every event. The observation sequence and class tag are defined in the following. Regarding corner kicks, we perform physical shot segmentations and use the first frame of each shot as the key one, then fetch multimode semantic clues of every key frame. Those clues refer to field rate FR, player rate PR, midfield area MA, penalty area PA, corner area CA, and audio energy AE as well. They altogether form the characteristic vector 
Training and Reasoning of HCRF Model
The proposed method based on multimode semantic clues and HCRF model is carried out by these steps: it shown in Figure 2 Step 1 Create training data set Take corner kick event for example. Select artificially 1 M corner kick fragments and 2 M non-corner kick events to create training data set of them;
Step 2 Build HCRF model As per different training data set, modify constantly hidden state number n and widow length . Use Quasi-Newton algorithm and data set training method to calculate the best parameter *  of HCRF mode and therefore get HCRF model of every event;
Step 3 Set up observation sequence For one testing video clip, make physical shot segments. Then retrieve multimode semantic clues of key frames of each shot to acquire eigenvector of the current shot. Form the observation sequence with feature vectors of all shots in testing segments;
Step 4 Detect highlights Use the acquired observation sequence as HCRF model's input of relative highlights. Apply confidence diffusion algorithm to estimate the logarithmic likelihood probability of videos corresponding to wonderful and not wonderful events' tags. Therefore, the classification tag with higher possibility is prediction tag of input observation sequence. The automatic detection of highlights is accordingly finished. 
Experimental Analysis and Results
Experimental videos were collected from many sessions of 2010 South Africa FIFA, 2011 EPL and 2011 UEFA, MPEG format, 352 x 288 DPI, software environment Matlab R2008a. The empirical data include training data and testing data, of which training data for corner kicks have 20 corner kick fragments and 10 non-corner kick fragments; testing data have 30 corner kick clips and 20 non-corner kick clips; training data for penalty kicks have respectively 20 penalty and non-penalty kick fragments; testing data have 61 penalty kick fragments and 20 non-penalty kick fragments; for the red/yellow cards, training data have 20 red/yellow card clips and 10 non red/yellow card clips; testing data include 37 red/yellow card clips and 15 non red/yellow card clips. In the experiment, we use recall rate and precision rate to evaluate quantitatively the retrieval results of multimode semantic clues and detection results of above highlights. Due to the space here, Table1 only lists partial experimental video information about corner kick episodes. 
Experiment on Retrieving Multimode Semantic Clues
We defined nine multimode semantic clues, of which scoring board, referee rate and frame motions were chosen for the experiment. The retrieving results were described as follows: Figure 3 displays the retrieval results of SB in the football videos. The picture3 (a) is the image formed after the lower half part of the original video frames was cut out. picture3(c) marked the corner location in the image and in red dot in picture 3(d) As seen picture 3, it located accurately the SB area in the image, laying good foundations for determining later the size and shape of SB area. Table2 gives the retrieval results of SB by our proposed method, suggesting that the method fetched effectively SB area, precision and recall rate reaching 89.71% and 96.83% separately. Figure 4 graphs neighboring image frames and frame motions of both normal and slow motions in football videos. Figure 4 (a) (b) is image examples of adjacent frames chosen from normal and slow motions. The frame intensity of normal motions is obviously strong, semantically classifying well the normal and slow Figure 5 is the experimental results of retrieving referee's original frames and dressing. Figure 5 (b) portrayed the retrieval results of referee's dresses. Noticeably, the method here realized the extraction of referee's clothes, with complete segmentation and good retrieval effects, meaningful to subsequently judge and determine effectively shots regarding referees. Table 2 is the results of referee rate by our method, which indicate that the method can effectively fetch SB area, precision and recall rate achieving respectively 98.04% and 83.33%. 
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Experiment on Detecting Wonderful Events
To detect a few wonderful events with the HCRF model, we selected parameters like:
hidden state number n (1-3) and window length  (0,-2); where  =0 means considering only the current observed value to predict the present hidden state;
 =1 means considering the current and also the previous and posterior observations, and the like. For each group of parameter setting, when the well trained HCRF model is utilized to detect highlights, the classification tag with bigger probability is the detection result of input testing videos. Table3 lists the experimental results of detecting some highlights by our method. From the Table 3 , we learnt that the detection effect was affected a lot by the model parameter. We take corner kick event for instance:
(1) When the parameter n=1, hidden state number is smaller, not completely expressing the inner structure of video sequence; under the circumstances, no matter what window length  is selected, precision and recall ratio won't change and the detection performance can't be improved;
(2) When hidden state number n=2, HCRF model's expressive capability was enhanced, describing better the internal laws of events and the overall detection performance becoming the optimal; recall and precision rate at respectively 96.77% and 90.91%; when n=2 is fixed and window length  increased, HCRF model considered fully the dependence relationship between neighboring local observations when predicting the current hidden state, improving the detection performance, recall and precision rate at respectively 96.77% and 100%; In order to validate the adaption of the proposed solution to any game videos, we randomly chose several sessions of EPL and UEFA football videos. For the space limit, Table 4 shows partially experimental results of corner kick events. We see that the proposed method has good recall and precision rate, which is on average 95.2% and 97.2% for UEFA, and on average 93.3% and 100% for EPL. The detection performance is superior over the comparative method. Apparently, the proposed algorithm has certain adaptability to any game video 
Conclusion
This paper presents a new framework for soccer video highlights multimodal cues and detection based on HCRF model. Firstly, the fusion of audio and video features, constructed middle level semantic space using multi modal semantic clues, make up the semantic gap from the low-level features to high-level semantics. Secondly, the multipattern semantic cues to form the feature vector as the observation sequence of HCRF model. Finally, in small training sample spaces, and effective constructs HCRF model of soccer video highlights, realizes the automatic detection of exciting events.
